


Formulation and Testing of Hypotheses

Causation vs. Correlation in Philosophy

Frequentists argue that there is only correlation: causes can’t be 
measured.
Bayesians argue we can compare likelihood of explanations, and 
reason about which causes are most likely important factors
Can also reason about what actions (interventions) will be most helpful.

Exercise: what are examples of how engineers use causal reasoning in 
the design and research processes?

Solution: use of scientific laws—explicitly poses model that is the set of 
causes of observations; getting anything to work—why is it not 
working, and what tests will quickly tell me?
-marketing information: what reasons would a consumer have for 
buying product?
-team formation: who do we think is most likely to contribute to team 
success?
-what can I change to get a better result?

Bayesian Basics
Maximum a posteriori (MAP) criterion: among the available possible 
explanations, we choose the one that is most likely given all the 
evidence.
Note that we are not claiming we have found The True Cause; only the 
cause or set of causes that most likely within our hypothesized set.
If you’ve left out some possible causes, they won’t be discovered 
without further tests
Because we state the hypotheses up front there are good and bad 
points: can be biases in which hypotheses are in the set; but a strength 
because it forces assumptions to be stated, and thus challenged.

Causality and Formulation of Hypothesis
Enumerate the plausible causes (hypotheses)
-no good algorithm; rely on technical literature, expert experience, and 
o



And our own thinking; question of best explanation is ill-posed—can only 
ask which is best among the set of hypotheses, given the evidence.
Devise tests that can distinguish between them
-survey literature for experimental equipment and methods that could 
prove useful; goal is to use what’s known already, together with the new 
evidence we collect to strongly distinguish among the hypotheses

Causal analysis of experimental evidence
-can quickly get into very complicated statistical analysis
-correlations are often very useful! A great first step if experiment has 
been set up well.
-recent work by Pearl (UCLA CS Department) on use of graphs has 
enabled powerful new methods for causal reasoning.

Exercise: Consider Hume’s example. Discuss what statistical evidence 
you could use to distinguish among the relative likelihood’s of heart 
attack or a bullet as cause of death. If we had CSI 18th C Scotland, what 
physical tests could settle the question without resort to statistics?


